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WHAT'S IN THIS EBOOK?
How to go about choosing the best DEI program for your
organization’s needs.

What is diversity, equity, and inclusion? 
What does D&I training involve?
What does a good D&I program do?
What are some common pitfalls to watch out for when it comes to
a D&I program?
How does a good D&I program work?
How to select the best certification course to take?
Which courses should I consider? 

There are many D&I or DEI certification programs out there which aim to
increase awareness and create a working environment that is open, fair,
inclusive and respectful of differences. In order to choose the best one for
you, here are the questions you need to answer:
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WHAT IS DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND
INCLUSION?

Diversity: This refers to the people who make up your workforce. For a truly diverse workplace,
your employees should come from various walks of life and backgrounds. There should be a
strong mix across gender, age, race, religion, nationality, sexuality and those with disabilities. 

Inclusion: Ideally, inclusion should be rooted in the culture of the company and the attitudes of
the staff within it. It’s not enough to have a diverse workforce if time is not taken to understand
their experiences. A truly inclusive company will make every employee, regardless of their
gender, race or sexuality feel accepted, understood and appreciated.

Equity: Some programs also focus on equity, not from the financial perspective, but in the other
definition of the word; “the quality of being fair and impartial.”In brief, this means that your
workplace not only has people of all walks of life and everyone feels at home. It also means that
everyone receives a fair treatment, there’s transparency for consequences and rewards, and
people have equal access to opportunities.

First off, we need to understand what is meant by diversity, and inclusion in the workplace. 
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WHAT DOES
D&I TRAINING
INVOLVE?
D&I training ensures employees understand the
company’s values around diversity, equity, and
inclusion.

https://www.selectsoftwarereviews.com/


WHAT DOES A GOOD
D&I PROGRAM DO?

A good program will help to highlight and challenge attitudes
some may have, as well as beliefs and behaviors which work
against each axis. 

A good DEI program should aim to raise awareness of the issues,
discuss them, and present some solutions and ways of working to
promote inclusion rather than isolation. It should make employees
think of things they may never have considered, and behaviors
they may never have questioned as they did not know their
impact on colleagues.

It should also provide employees the tools and courage to have
difficult conversations and call out behaviors or systems which
work against diversity and inclusion.

Truly successful programs must focus on various elements that
make up a successfully inclusive space. 04



Often, a big part of what D&I training involves is the
challenging of unconscious bias. Unconscious bias is where
attitudes which are not checked or acknowledged as
detrimental lead to behaviors and actions that have a
negative impact upon diversity and inclusion.

This unconscious bias is particularly sinister as people don’t
realize the wide reaching impact these unchecked
assumptions and decisions have on D&I, but they have a
major impact on hiring and career progression.

D&I training challenges unconscious biases that may be
present in hiring practices, and throughout the organisation
when it comes to opportunities, promotions and pay rises.
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WHAT ARE SOME COMMON
PITFALLS TO WATCH OUT
FOR WHEN IT COMES TO A
D&I PROGRAM?



D&I programs try to draw attention to how the unconscious biases may manifest, and explore ways to remove the possibility of
these impacting diversity. For instance, some certifications may help with deploying blind hiring where names and any
identifying personal or sensitive information are left out of an application. 

These programs may also ask participants to take part in role plays that employ real life scenarios. For example, when a person
is asking for a pay rise after having not received one despite being at the company for a few years. This type of exercise helps
people practice empathy, coming to realize what it may feel like for certain individuals when they are targeted or sidelined
because of their minority status. 

D&I programs may also offer suggested reading materials to get to the heart of the issues holding companies back. The
programs build knowledge around research, theories, and real experiences in the workplace.

Within these programs, it is also common for them to have a facilitator. This is someone who will guide the participants
through each exercise and encourage conversation. 

Avoiding these pitfalls and ensuring the expected outcomes all sounds good, but how does a good DEI program go about this?
Here are some specific techniques or actions that most of the top certifications have in common:

.
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HOW DOES A GOOD D&I PROGRAM WORK?

https://www.selectsoftwarereviews.com/
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HOW TO SELECT THE
BEST CERTIFICATION
COURSE TO TAKE?
When deciding on the best certification course for yourself
or your employees to take, there are a few key
considerations: 

I. Assess the cost and what you are getting for that price.
The costs do vary significantly. 

II. Assess what your outcomes are, what your budget is and
which courses align best with both. The more expensive
courses will likely be more hands-on, potentially with an in-
person facilitator leading the session. 
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II. See if the course includes any additional
resources such as reading materials, or key
books for the participants to read alongside to
enrich their learning and knowledge.

IV. Check if there is there a follow up session
that you can book to check in on and
consolidate the learning that has taken place,
and any questions or situations that have arisen
since the initial workshop.

V. It is also important to consider the time
commitment of the course. They can vary from
a one hour course online, to a two day in person
course, or an online course which has an hour’s
training each week for a set period. You can also
decide to select an online training course of a
few hours which attendees can do at their own
convenience. commitments.

https://www.selectsoftwarereviews.com/


Which courses should I consider?
Ultimately, you have to do some research around
which certification course meets your needs. Here
are a few courses to consider, and places to begin:
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Equality and Diversity UK
Steps
hemsleyfraser 
FutureLearn / Purdue University 
eLesson: Unconscious Bias - Microsoft 
Coursera

https://www.equalityanddiversity.co.uk/equality-diversity-inclusion-course.htm
https://stepsdrama.com/diversity-inclusion-and-unconscious-bias/
https://www.hemsleyfraser.co.uk/course/diversity-and-inclusion-0
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/diversity-inclusion-awareness
https://www.mslearning.microsoft.com/course/72169/launch
https://www.coursera.org/learn/diversity-inclusion-workplace


ABOUT
SELECTSOFTWARE
Buying B2B software is hard. We make it easy by finding the best vendors for
a given category, highlighting their strengths and weaknesses, and giving you
the advice you need to make the right decision.

Our research is free, unbiased, and based on the opinions of hundreds of
industry experts and practitioners.

We save HR and TA teams time through unbiased, expert research that relies
heavily on the expertise of forward thinking People people.

We’ll give you the advice you need to make the right decision in the short
term, and keep you up to date on the various trends in HR and talent
acquisition tools as they evolve.

In addition to the best vendors in each space, we’ll tell you how to manage
internal stakeholders, build an ROI model, and avoid common pitfalls other
HR leaders have run into.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
YOU MAY LIKE
Top Diversity Hiring Tools

Getting DEI right is a process. To help you get started, we
created this guide on diversity hiring tools, inclusion and
equity best practices. Kickstart your DEI strategy to build an
equitable workplace and high-performing company.

Read More

Is Your Diversity and Inclusion Strategy a Leaky
Bucket?

The "leaky bucket" concept in business refers to companies
that have a very high attrition. In this edition of our
Whiteboard Wednesday blogs, we're taking a look at this core
business concept, and applying it to diversity and inclusion
strategy.

Read More
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https://www.selectsoftwarereviews.com/buyer-guide/diversity-hiring-tools
https://www.selectsoftwarereviews.com/blog/diversity-and-inclusion-strategy


How to Buy HR Software – A Step by Step Guide
Complete with Best Practices

This is a comprehensive list of the best tactics you need
throughout each step of the process of buying HR Tech. Spruced
up with a couple of videos, this guide will walk you from writing
the business case all the way to negotiating a contract.

Read More

HR and Recruiting Software Categories

We've spent over 7,000 hours researching the HR Tech
ecosystem to come up with the vendor landscapes you’ll find
here. They are mostly organized by the employee lifecycle
starting with the top of the recruiting funnel.

Read More
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https://www.selectsoftwarereviews.com/blog/how-to-buy-hrtech
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Connect with us
selectsoftwarereviews.com
hello@selectsoftwarereviews.com
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